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Resonances and Dissonances of Art Forgery 

Art forgery has been practiced for a long time, whether these were Roman sculptors producing 

copies of Greek sculptures or most recently, Wolfgang Beltracchi, who was sentenced to six years 

imprisonment for forging hundreds of paintings. On the other hand, artists such as Glenn Brown 

who ‘appropriates’ art, being announced Turner Prize nominee in 2000 and having his work 

bought by the Dalí foundation which looks after the artist whose painting Autumn Canibalism he 

copied. Copying, forging, plagiarising, appropriating? Who defines what forgery is and how does 

it affect the work’s perception? Does it lose its ‘aura’? While defining forgery is highly significant 

in art, as it has economic, legal, moral and aesthetic consequences for the object, the person who 

forges and the person who ‘detects’ it, and therefore has been discussed widely in light of 

examinination techniques and processes to unmask forged objects (Scott 2016; Bell 2013), 

discussions about the role of intention to defraud (Charney 2015), little consideration has been 

dedicated to the aesthetic perception of forgery (Birkenstock 2014 ) or its creative act (Sim 2013). 

Taking the latter as a starting point for an assumption that forgery is not necessarily a clearly 

defined field, this project will explore art forgery in light of resonance, a significant topic, 

considering that forging means that there must have been some kind of resonance to another 

object that consists beside the one that is assumed as forged. However, do forged art objects not 

create dissonances once discovered as forged? And what about the dissonances in the 

perception of the object? Especially when forging modern art works, does one and the same 

artwork not receive a mixed perception by which the signature becomes a legal document, while 

the rest of the object can be ‘invented’?  

The aim of the project is to explore art forgery in light of the concept of resonance, using a number 

of case studies. It looks at who defines forgery, on what basis (evidence) and how the perception 

of the object, once considered as forged, changed. Questions about agency, evidence and 

perception will play a significant role. It therefore would develop further the resonance-theoretical 

concept in view of the horizontal and vertical dimensions: How do forged objects resonate? Does 

forging not mean that the object resonates with another one? What evidence is used to identify 

the objects as forged and to which extent can evidence be based on resonance? Is the concept 

of resonance able to establish a different kind of definition for forgery which is not based on 

authentication but on resonance, emphasising a relational relationship rather than an essentialist 

understanding of objects? And how does the concept of resonance change if related to 

relationality? The hypothesis is that forged objects develop a stronger perception aesthetically, 

that the evidence on which the forging is based raises issues about what evidence is and that 

institutions play an important role in the definition of forgery and its perception, independent of 

the historical setting.  



The research of this project uses visual and written sources. Methodologically, it is based on 

visual analysis and materiality, perception theories and agency approaches. It can concentrate 

on forged art objects, exhibitions that showcased forged art or its collectors.  
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